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Supplement Figure S1 . Reproducible Prediction of PIN-reprioritization Using Higher Confidence Protein Interactions (Combined Scores>900). We conducted PIN-reprioritization using protein-protein interactions with higher confidence evidence which was complied by collecting all protein-protein interactions having a combined score>900 in STRING version 6.3 and 8.2. PINreprioritization using this higher confidence STRING dataset reproduced the predictions made using the original STRING dataset used in our analysis (STRING version 6.3 and 8.2 without text mining, not restricted for confidence score). Figure S2 . Consistent prediction of PIN-reprioritization of GWAS-ranked genes including host genes and the nearest genes of intergenic SNPs. We conducted a PIN-reprioritization of GWAS-ranked genes that including both host genes of intragenic SNPs and the nearest genes of intergenic SNPs. The PINreprioritization was performed using the same STRING database used for our original analysis. To match the nearest gene to intergenic SNPs, we downloaded three tables, hgncXref.txt.gz, knownGene.txt.gz, and snp129.txt.gz from the UCSC Genome browser (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/database) on Sept. 11 2011. Using the genomic coordinates of transcription start and end sites of a gene, we calculated the physical distance between SNPs and the genes located directly upstream and downstream of the SNP. Between the up and downstream gene, the gene with the shorter distance was assigned to the SNP as the "nearest gene". The PIN-reprioritization of this expanded set of GWAS-ranked genes (including both host genes and the nearest genes of intergenic SNPs) showed similar or slightly reduced ranges of odds ratios as compared to the analysis only considering host genes of intragenic SNPs. Interestingly, the maximal odds ratios were consistently observed between GWAS-ranked sets of 500 and 600 for both this analysis and the original analysis as shown in Figure 4 for only GWAS-ranked host genes. Figure S3 . A control study of KEGG pathways reprioritization of GWAS SNPs performs similarly or slightly better than GWAS p-value prioritization in discovering known Trait-Associated SNPs from the independent Gold Standard, however it does not outperform SPAN. We and others have previously reported that pathway enrichment or genesets can uncover SNPs buried in GWAS not detected in the initial study [1, 2] . In order to compare the accuracy of the SPAN algorithm proposed in this manuscript to that of pathway enrichment in discovering SNPs buried in GWAS, we utilized all pathways from KEGG and systematically verified the pathway enrichment at each host gene cutoff. SNPs of host genes uncovered by significant pathways at each FDR threshold were selected and an odds ratio was computed using the '' '' GS (Methods) and Fisher Exact Test. The X-axis shows host gene cutoffs and the y-axis shows the odds ratios of recapitulating known trait-associated SNPs with respect to various host gene cutoffs and enrichment significance denoted by false discovery rate cutoffs (FDR line colors). In summary, the KEGG enrichment prioritization was slightly better than the GWAS in one of the two studies only, thus not reproducible across datasets. In contrast, the SPAN protein interaction network reprioritization method, shown in Figure 4 , robustly reproduced much higher odds ratio than KEGG or GWAS methods. IL23R  7  7  2  17804789  rs2201841  IL23R  8  8  2  17804789  rs11465804  IL23R  9  9  2  20570966, 18587394, 17804789  rs1004819  IL23R  11  10  2  17804789  rs2064689  IL23R  55  30  2  17804789  rs1250550  ZMIZ1  60  34  21  19915574  rs11190140  NKX2-3  12693  5564  64  18587394  rs2274910  ITLN1  274  114  89  18587394  rs504963  FUT2  949  406  317  20570966  rs2301436  FGFR1OP  1960  877  568  20570966, 18587394  rs2476601  PTPN22  3174  1416  694  18587394  rs6908425  CDKAL1  20791  9169  1059  18587394  rs3764147  C13orf31  8554  3722  2093  18587394  rs6478109  TNFSF15  21748  9573  4170  18758464  rs2315008  ZGPAT  28504  12629  4774  18758464  rs3197999  MST1  27368  12108  4884  18587394  rs8049439  ATXN2L  66889  29441  8570  19915574  rs744166  STAT3  87512  38356  9921  18587394 Supplement Figure 5E ) to provide supplement validation unconstrained by GWAS. We reviewed the literature to provide evidence in support of the association between T2D and the optimal SPAN-derived network illustrated in Figure 5 that comprises the host genes of re-prioritized SNPs from two T2D GWAS. Each host gene was first entered into the Gene Cards browser (http://www.genecards.org/) where the disorders section, listing Novoseek Disease relationships, was curated for T2D and related disorders. The annotated Pub med IDs (PMID) were examined for true linkage between the disorder and the gene of interest. If no conclusive references were presented we extended the search to PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/). As a final verification, the genes' canonical pathways and biological mechanisms relevant to T2D in KEGG, GO, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), and Reactome [1] were searched. * Figure 5C , T2D related gene in yellow, or Glucose Homeostasis related gene in mauve).
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Host Gene Rationale * Type of Evidence References
ARHGEF12
Variant of the LARG gene (ARGEF12 alias) was found to be associated with increased insulin action [2] Genetic sequencing study
ART2.2 (ART1 alias) inhibition in NOD.cd38 mice allowed for restoration of natural killer cell population that, when activated, were able to inhibit Type I Diabetes development [3] . This evidence is listed because T2D GWAS may contain SNPs of T1D due to the ambiguous clinical diagnosis of some diabetic individuals.
In vivo (mice) PubMed AXIN1 AXIN-1 is an Inhibitor of the WNT signaling pathway which has been shown to be linked to T2D development [4] Genetic population study PubMed [4, 5] WNT signaling also shown to reduce pancreatic β-cell growth and impair glucose tolerance in mice [5] In vivo (mice) PubMed [5] CREM CREM splicing variant effectively represses insulin gene transcription [6] In vivo (rats) PubMed KCNJ10 Supplement Table S8 . Edgetic P-value of interactions and Evidence. The edgetic P-value was calculated with a set of genes from both WTCCC-ranked (600 host genes cutoff) and FUSION-ranked (600 host genes cutoff). PIN-Ranked genes are the top prioritized T2D genes of Figure 5 (Panel C).
We report the STRING evidence score (varies from 0 to 999; no evidence to high evidence) for the following types of STRING evidence: cooccurence, experimental, database, textmining, and their combined scores.
No evidence in STRING of Neighborhood, STRING-annotated Fusion, and Coexpression for 8 interactions.
No additional evidences from BIOGRID, REACTOME, MINT, and HRPD for 8 interactions. hubness of an intragenic SNP is defined using the connectivity of its host gene (gene for which the corresponding protein is in the top 20% when ranked by node degree) Intragenic SNP SNP located in a host gene.
KEGG
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
IBDGC
Inflammatory Bowel Disease Genetics Consortium
Acronym/Term Definition
MAF
Minor Allelic Frequency
Network modeling (protein-protein interaction network models)
Computational modeling over PINs using centrality or other metrics.
NHGRI GWAS Catalog
A collection of the trait associated SNPs from published GWAS which seek to determine the genetic variants associated with complexly inherited traits, thus this catalog exclusively contains SNP-trait associations for complex traits or disorders NIDDM Non-Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus. The abbreviation NIDDM is used in the manuscript in the context of to the FUSION dataset name. However, T2D and NIDDM are interchangeable in this manuscript -with the preferred term being T2D.
Node (network representation) In this manuscript, nodes are proteins of the protein interaction networks.
Node degree
The network metric: the count of first interactions to a node. In this manuscript: count of direct protein interactors among the prioritized host genes of SNPs (the SNPs that are intragenic are translated to genes, which have a corresponding protein in the PIN from which the node degree is calculated).
Odds ratio of network model 
Supplement details of Single Protein Analysis of Networks (SPAN).
In order to properly control for the connectivity of each protein in our real network, we performed 1,000 bootstraps in which the connections for each protein were randomized simultaneously while the node degree was kept constant. In other words, each hub protein is properly controlled, as it remains a hub in each permutation. For each bootstrap, we selected a set of host genes translated from randomized SNPs from WTCCC, FUSION or IBDGC to generate each network using a node randomization approach. In our network, proteins are considered nodes and interactions between proteins are edges. Since biological networks are scale-free rather than random, node randomization can create conservative "permuted nodes" as controls, from which we can derive an empirical distribution of interactions between a subset of proteins. 1,000 bootstrapped gene sets were generated from the original background SNPs consisting of real datasets from each respective GWAS. The real dataset consists of host genes selected using the GWAS-ranked SNP with the best (lowest) P-value among all SNPs annotated to the gene.
Each of these host genes was translated to its corresponding protein identifier in the network. For the real dataset, each protein was then mapped to each of its interacting proteins according to existing pairs of protein interactions in the PIN yielding an Observed number of distinct Protein
Interactions (Observed count of PI). Thereafter, the same procedure was applied to the 1,000 3 empirical gene sets yielding control counts of distinct protein interactions for each of the genes translated from the randomized SNPs (Control count of PI).
For each protein, a P-value was assigned by measuring the frequency at which the "Observed count of PI" of that protein occurred in the empirical distribution's "Control counts of PI" (1000 total) for each specific protein. Each protein thus is assigned its own individual P-value and was subsequently ranked according to this P-value. At each P-value cutoff, a certain number of proteins were prioritized. Consequently, a FDR of the prioritized proteins was calculated by dividing the median number of proteins prioritized at that cutoff in the empirical distributions of T2D were found as first interactors to these independent known T2D genes was calculated using 10,000 permutation resamplings of the network. As we previously described, the number of interactors of each specific gene remains constant in each resampling providing a conservative empirical distribution well-controlled for the connectivity of each gene (node degree). In the 10,000 permutation re-samplings of all protein-protein pair, we count how many times each protein-protein pair appears in each generated random network. Then for each observed pair of proteins, we obtain a p-value for the likelihood of each protein-protein pair's occurrence by dividing the number of times the two proteins are paired in all permuted networks by 10,000. For the 10,000 permutation re-samplings, we sorted the p-value in ascendant then aggregate counts.
So for each observed protein-protein pairs, we get edgetic FDR equal median aggregate count divided by observed aggregate count.
